National Borzoi Rescue Foundation (Liz Dunan-Burge)
3rd Quarter Report
July 1, 2016 thru September 30, 2016
In the third quarter of 2016, NBRF has had 6 borzoi come in to rescue making our total for the first nine months of this
year 34 borzoi.
Our veterinary expenditures were $4,388.69 for the third quarter. Additional expenditures for the third quarter, which
include but is not limited to our toll free number, internet/website, postage, rescue supplies, fuel reimbursement for
transports and insurance have totaled $3,436.75. NBRF received $1,462.20.
NBRF - International, which does not use any funds from NBRF nor the Beverly Taylor Trust Fund, but is financed by
those individuals who specifically state they wish their funds to go for International Borzoi in need, has financially
assisted several borzoi in Russia this quarter that are staying in Russia and being fostered, rehabilitated and placed in
forever homes by rescue there. NBRF-International has brought 4 dogs into the USA this quarter, two from Korea and
two from Russia. Expenses for NBRF-International for this quarter have been quite high due to the two dogs that came
from Korea. In Korea we must contend with boarding fees, as there are rarely individuals who can foster the dogs while
awaiting medical clearance to fly, transport fees of the rescues to and from the boarding facilities to the vets, and high
vet expense. Our expenses for the third quarter totaled $8,205.45 and with an income $8,333.09 from adoption fees, a
Go Fund Me page fundraiser and donations made specifically to NBRF-International.
We have found Korea to be a very difficult country to work within and any BCOA member that has friends, family or
military stationed in Korea, we would appreciate you contacting us so we can see if you (your contacts) may have the
special skill sets we need to help the few very deserving borzoi in need in Korea.
We would like to thank for the following BCOA Members for assisting NBRF and NBRF-International in our third
quarter, these members have answered our call for help for a borzoi in need by either fostering, transporting, doing a
home visit, making a donation, or making us aware of and assisting with a borzoi in need; Rita Rice Bob Marciszewski
and Sally MacDowell, Barbara Lord, Cricket Murray, Kay Cassella, Amy Sikula, Shirley McFadden, and Liz A. DuncanBurge.
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